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True Completion Requires "Taking it to the Limit"
The real "proof" is that it will come true one step at a time. Any fail is a total fail.

As with the Last Adamic "perfect genetic" explanation and its total life system recovering effects worldwide, and the openness of the Christ arrival salvation offer
which will found the "first generation" to start to come into that purpose ALIVE in the "great crowd", this analysis TAKES EVERYTHING PROPHECY RELATED
TO THE LIMIT. Not one aspect is held back by grounded human doubt and or lack of imagination, and especially not by the proven deadbeat profiteering and
control complex of corporate religion. All that has had to be fully bypassed.

But even if this takes it to a human limit it will be nothing compared to what the Gods, Jehovah and Christ, will actually do, explain fully and accomplish at their
arrival (Rev1:7-8) and over the one thousand years to the completion of the comprehensive immortality goal in both the spirit and physical worlds. 

(1 Corinthians 2:9-10) But just as it is written: “Eye has not seen and ear has not heard, neither have there been conceived in the heart of man the
things that God has prepared for those who love him.” 10 For it is to us God has revealed them through his spirit, for the spirit searches into all
things, even the deep things of God.

Though God has to reveal everything required for humans to know about His total purpose overview from the prophecy and the Bible, to explain His salvation
purpose in Jesus Christ and to "map" (and time) the Christ arrival thereby, the eventual actual totality will be well beyond human minds and well beyond even the
imaginations of either humans or angels.

(1 Peter 1:10-12) Concerning this very salvation a diligent inquiry and a careful search were made by the prophets who prophesied about the
undeserved kindness meant for you. 11 They kept on investigating what particular season or what sort of [season] the spirit in them was
indicating concerning Christ when it was bearing witness beforehand about the sufferings for Christ and about the glories to follow these. 12 It
was revealed to them that, not to themselves, but to you, they were ministering the things that have now been announced to you through those
who have declared the good news to you with holy spirit sent forth from heaven. Into these very things angels are desiring to peer.

And as jam packed with future-information about the salvation as prophecy and the Bible is, it is not the salvation itself. 

(John 4:34) Jesus said to them: “My food is for me to do the will of him that sent me and to finish his work. 

It is describing who the only salvation is in God and Christ. (John3:16; 1John2:1-2)

(John 3:14-17) And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so the Son of man must be lifted up, 15 that everyone believing in him
may have everlasting life. 16 “For God loved the world so much that he gave his only-begotten Son, in order that everyone exercising faith in him
might not be destroyed but have everlasting life. 17 For God sent forth his Son into the world, not for him to judge the world, but for the world to be
saved through him.

(1 John 2:1-2) My little children, I am writing you these things that you may not commit a sin. And yet, if anyone does commit a sin, we have a
helper with the Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. 2 And he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our sins, yet not for ours only but also for the whole
world’s. 

And the ultimate salvation agent in Jesus Christ, is who God Almighty has empowered and fully informed (Rev5; Rev6-11) as the focus of all the prophecy.

(Revelation 19:10) ... the bearing witness to Jesus is what inspires prophesying.

Thus, faith in God and Christ not prophecy understanding, though it can help, is the real salvation coming with that prophecy's final fulfillment of the future.

(Matthew 6:9-10) Our [immortal] Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your [immortal] kingdom come. Let your [immortal] will
take place, as in [immortal] heaven, also upon [immortal] earth.

In this examination, the entire "God's will done on Earth" requirement is extended through the recovery of Earth, animals, the whole biome, and humans into the
"new human" Last Adamic sinless and perfect "stand alone" redeemed and restored future human reality for those willing (Rev22:1-5), which itself is not the "end
all", the human immortality opportunity is, for those who also conquer Satan at his abyss release. (Rev22:14) That is a whole completed "human final trajectory"
into Last Adam in indestructible, incorruptible human immortality final potential "in God's [true] image", plainly stated in Revelation 22 "looping back" to re-
Genesis 3:22. (Matt19:28)

Thus, the whole "re-creation" palingenesia of Matthew 19:28 and Revelation 21-22 in basic applied symbology meanings to Earth's life-system is
summarized in a complete overview from the prophecy of the physical aspect of "God's will done in Heaven" extending to "God's will done on
Earth" to the same immortal and everlasting degree comprehensively for BOTH the spirit faithful and the human faithful.

But that "stand alone" Christ atonement purpose and perfecting "one thousand years" timeframe completed must then extend to the required final test for the
INDESTRUCTIBLE, INCORRUPTIBLE, HUMAN IMMORTALITY purpose of God, easily "provable" in Revelation 22:14 and Revelation 21:22-27 as the end goal
purpose of Christ's total one thousand year rule completion, and a "little while" after. (Rev20:3b,7-10,14-15)

Future tested immortal humans are the finality of God's "image" restoration purpose, but beyond what progress Adam and the woman were at. (Gen3:22) Thus,
because Christ is also as good as also the first immortal human, the immortality opportunity is also ultimately for human beings who conquer Satan's final abyss-
released temptation-based testing phase. (Rev20:3b,7-10,14-15; Rev22:14; Rev21:22-27) 

Christ the spirit become the immortal-potential new human for this very "God's will done on Earth" aspect of the final NEW HUMAN IMMORTALITY purpose. He
had to "return home" and become the Immortal Mighty God granted by God by Christ's own perfect merit, to now carry this entire immortality purpose out to
completion. (Hab7:15-16; Rev2:7; Isa9:6)

In the process of God's "will done on Earth", "as in Heaven", the heavenly immortal process has been outlined to completion, from:

1. God Almighty—the eternal Immortal One;
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2. To Christ the first spirit immortal next (Rev2:7; Heb7:15-16);

3. To the faithful immortal heavenly "angels of the crown"  of Revelation 12:1-2, now "crowned with immortality" in those "twelve 'star' [orders]" of that "crown" in
circa 1914 (Rev12:1-12) prior to the Immortal Messianic Kingdom "birth";

4. To the first heavenly-anointed immortal spirit resurrections of that 1914-1918 timeframe, to soon the last of the approved human Christian "heavenly-anointed"
true "remnant" via Revelation 7:1-8 unto Revelation 14:1, for the total Immortal Messianic Kingdom completion of the future;

It has been shown how Immortal "New Heavens" in completion first, must precede Immortal "New Earth" in new Last Adamic humans in immortal
completion, last. 

5. Thus, in this comprehensive divine immortality process, then perfect sinless human beings [faithful fully] are to become the last God granted and empowered
immortals. The "Last Adamic" faithful human beings are the post-millennial God granted "crowned" immortals, also by their own merit at that time, (Rev22:14), for
all conquering post-abyss-released Satan and the demons (and their mortality), after Christ's one thousand year rule completes.

Thus, the whole prophecy description concerning human beings now dead in Adam, is connected to the God purposed human immortality completion which
completes the divine destiny of human beings beyond what even Jehovah's witnesses were able to explain fully, as they did have a focus on God's "will done on
Earth" in God's Messianic Kingdom purpose for Earth and humans, but they would not complete the prophecy due to apostasy and its corrupted "misleaders".
(Dan11:32a; Dan8:12; 2Thess2:3-4)

But, they also "left out" the animals and the whole earthly biotic transformation into the everlasting life-system of Ezekiel 47 parallel Revelation 21-22 based on a
completely different divine eternal energy and everlasting life system as in Romans 8:18-22.

Thus, this examination also completes God's prophecy outline to also include all of the prophecy pictured completed purpose and required total
restoration of all the Edenic animals at the least (as a requirement of God Almighty (Isa34:14-17; Ps133), not some human "wishful thinking"), and
the animal creation's extensions to today via Noah's ark deliverance by God, as even their basic nature is also transformed from predatory to that
of peace. (Isa11)

That kind of unique completeness actually already in the prophecy will also indicate that the final global prophecy and event cycle of the future, will also have a
complete overview of Christ's "second coming" mission for the Messianic Kingdom completion.

And from the final foretold apostasy to the temple judgment completion first (1Pet4:17; Rev8-9), to the prelude 1260 days "final witnessing" announcement before
world government "ascends" to trigger the Christ arrival, now we know how the future 1260 days unfolds (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5), and
what it will have to further explain once the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy is "flattened" out of the way, first, next. (Zech4:6-9)

Now the complete final prophecy temple judgment marked (Dan8:13-14) "start up" events to parallel the Revelation 8-9 temple judgment
continuum starting continuum of the Revelation 8-11 "seven trumpets" activating, are known from the context of the final complete apostasy now
terminal in Jehovah's witnesses. 

Now the Daniel 8:13-14 timed temple judgment precursor (1Peter4:17) that this final apostasy will lead to first, for the preparatory "temple
cleansing" next, will be affirmed by the epic judgment downfall of the Jehovah's witnesses now terminally apostate ministry and corrupted
organization. 

Now the fullest picture of things which MUST manifest BEFORE Christ arrives, like the final 1260 days ministry (Rev11:3), all the way to world
government "ascending" (Rev11:7) to completion of Revelation 17:8-13, is also complete in that preview outline from prophecy. 

Now the Christ arrival will ready, by that time already to be fully forewarned and explained in its final eternal peace covenant purpose (Rev10:5-11; Rev11:3), for
the "great crowd" to then be formed, and finally targeted for "final gathering" at the Christ Revelation 6:12-17 and Revelation 14 arrival. 

Now we know the "great crowd" must be located, drawn in (Hag2:7), and finally "gathered", as secured before Christ's Kingdom conquest, as in Revelation 7:9-
17 and Revelation 14:14-16, for the whole Daniel 12:11 1290 days "open salvation" final worldwide period.

It is the future living "great crowd" who are brought into that new human perfection process first, to be "guided to the fountains of the waters of life" (Rev7:17), for
the further development of perfect and sinless new human beings first. (Rev22:1-5) The "great crowd" are the first saved-alive and the first "Last Adam"
"renewed" human beings to then embark on the spiritual perfection completion and then the human immortality quest over Christ Millennial Messianic Kingdom
Reign. 

The rest of the human resurrections will be into the "great crowd" "center of the Earth" (Eze38:12) foundational "new earth" Kingdom of Christ "Kingdom of the
World" basis.

The "great crowd" all become, as some already are veteran Christians or new Christians, earthly-anointed of the remaining ones of Revelation 7:1-8. The "great
crowd" will also have some people who are very new to the faith, who acquire the "faith of Jesus" (Rev14:12), very quickly (like what happened to Saul of Tarsus),
but anew, at Christ's future "second coming". 

Like the "harvest of the Earth" of Revelation 14:14-16, and "the rest" of Revelation 11:13, the "great crowd" of Revelation 7:9-17 are the sum total worldwide total
group of final savable humans who will come into day one of Christ Messianic Kingdom one thousand year rule.

Thus, to outline and aid the process, the Messianic Kingdom "world peace covenant" for that "great crowd" and the open salvation prophecy to help "fill" the
"great crowd" is also completed in explanation first. In addition, the Christ "second coming" purpose to complete the final leg of his own ministry in the Daniel
1290 days to complete his own "seven times" "seven years" completion requirement since his first arrival three and a half years in the first century, is also
completed in its prophetic logic. 

Thus, the open salvation parallel of Christ's Daniel 9:27 "open covenant" "for the many" as that seven year long "week of open salvation" (Dan12:7+Dan12:11), is
also explained in its parallel Daniel 12:7, Revelation 11:3 1260 days "first half of the week" meaning which is then ministerially ceased in the future (Rev11:7), to
then "cause gift offering to cease" as that final ministry is ceased by "ascending" or completed world government. (Rev11:7) By that future "last witnessing" world
government schemed cessation, the "middle of the week" will be fully marked in the future. (Rev11:7-12; Rev13:5-7)

That "last witness" completes the Christ arrival announcement (Rev10:5-11), and is ceased as world government "which ascends from the abyss" completed or
near completion (Rev11:7; Rev17:8-12), into the Christ arrival it will trigger. (Rev11:11-12; matt24:29-31) Christ will then complete the "last half of the week" of
that worldwide open salvation "week" of seven years in the Daniel 12:11 1290 days into which he will arrive via Revelation 14, Revelation 6:12-17 parallel
Revelation 11:11-13, Revelation 16:17 and Matthew 24:29-31 as Matthew 25:31-33.

As was covered earlier many scattered Christians understand the final cycle will be timed in Daniel 12 as related to Daniel 9:27, but they lack exact detail for
many guesses which instead manifest in the open salvation "week" (Dan9:27), and its "great crowd" target completion while world government is in its first and
"last hurrah" in that same Daniel 12:11 timeframe. (Rev17:12) Poor "8th King" rival world government won't last four years.

With the 1260 days "final witness" ministry then completed, forewarned rival world government "8th King" "scarlet wild beast" can then complete and "place the
disgusting thing" in its botch-sovereign final rivalry (Dan12:11), and it will then trigger the Christ arrival to complete that "week" of open salvation in the Daniel
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12:11 1290 days "last half of the week" as seven years approximate. 

During world government's short stay (Rev17:12; Dan12:11), and Christ's arrival parallel of Daniel 12:11 the "last half" of that "open salvation" "week" completes
the worldwide open peace offer "for the many" of Daniel 9:27 via Revelation 14:6-8, as the final Kingdom "peace covenant" of God by Christ from arrival, to the
securing of the "great crowd" into the covenantal salvation protection, first. 

Upon "second coming" arrival, Christ completes the Messianic Kingdom heavenly-anointed "sealed remnant" "body" (Matt24:31; Rev7:1-8>Rev14) to then
secure all savable human beings into the "great crowd" by means of that open salvation peace covenant empowered by his perfect new human sacrifice. That is,
Christ secures all savable humans BEFORE God and Christ (Rev1:7-8) conquer the rival world government globally (Rev19:11-21; Matt24:21-22), and abyss
Satan and the demons as fully removed from the spirit realm and from "the heavenly places" (Eph6:12; Rev20:1-3), of their universal material and celestial access
for the next one thousand years.

Now the complete outline of Christ's "gathering" priority and in what order the final heavenly [Messianic Kingdom completion] and earthly [great
crowd completion] purposes are to unfold, from the cross-registered complete prophecy future continuum details, is provable.

Thus, the completion of the final apostasy and its prophecy now terminal in Jehovah's witnesses unto the completion of the apostasy downfall with the ministerial
cancellation and organization "desolation" process is also explained completely as it must complete Daniel 8:13-14 fully first, before the final 1260 days future
"last witnessing" ministry can be commissioned and deployed. 

The final "wake up call" (Matt25:1-13) and the final 1260 days ministerial mission creates the final heavenly-anointed final initial anointings and their eventual
"affirmation sealed" approvals for all successful in the final heavenly-anointed who do carry that 1260 days mission out in the future. (Rev10:5-11; Rev11:2-3;
Dan12:7; Dan7:25; Rev12:14; Rev13:5) 

Thus, the Matthew 25:1-13 "ten virgins" "five foolish virgin" fallout as aided by the anointed-depleting apostate Jehovah's witnesses anointed corruption campaign
carried out by the "Governing Body" who lead the final apostasy (Dan11:32a), completes the entire "man of lawlessness" initial "revealing" requirement of 2
Thessalonians 2:1-12 (by the apostasy evidence), to be fully exposed and fully "revealed" , as the temple judgment completes and after into the final 1260 days
ministry. 

That apostasy-downfall by God's timed judgment (Dan8:13-14), also brings the terminal apostasy context to completion (Dan8:11-14,23; Dan11:30-35,41) for the
temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 to then unfold first (1Pet4:17), and that on Jehovah's witnesses as the visible global benchmark of that judgment. (Rev8) From
that temple judgment timed event (Dan8:14), the benchmark final prophecy inception proof (Rev8-9), can be established as provable and explainable later to aid
the final 1260 days ministry phase. 

Thus, it will be knowable how that judgment completes into the sword-stroke phase then fully active, which is to resolve peacefully (1Thess5:1-3), with the global 
"healing" context (Rev13:3; Isa41:1), then into the final completed world government global-presentation (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13; Rev11:7), rather than be
Jehovah's witnesses and some other Christian religions' "doomsday" and "end of the world".

Thus, as the temple judgment "evening" first phase ends (Dan8:14,26), Christ exterminates or extricates the lawless leading element (Isa31:8-9; Rev9; Hos1:4-7;
Mic5:5-6; Isa36-37) as trespassed into Jehovah's witnesses (Dan8:12; Dan11:32a) as impostors as well as the rejected anointed helping, to "toss the cave of
robbers" and to cleanse the temple "of the Assyrian" by "fire". (Zech3:2; Rev8:1-7; Rev8:9)

The ruin these failures and enemies brought on the ministry ceases with the ministry as the temple rejects are kicked OUT from "in the temple" as the internal
locale they are now in, and so will end the "evening" desolation phase, and so will complete the temple "right condition" cleansing of Daniel 8:14. Then will start
the final temple judgment phase of the "morning" of recovery to final enlightenment. (Matt25:1-13; Rev9)

By the completed timed temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 (Rev8 (evening)>Rev9(morning)) the first timed verification prophecy will then be affirmable upon the
downfall events of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy and its Daniel 8:14 temple judgment verification timing of 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable as
"2300 hundred evenings and mornings" completed.

In that timing, the final 1260 days ministerial "little scroll" prophecy explaining and open salvation proving "contents" will have been prepared in clarified accuracy
for the "last witnessing" of the Revelation 11:3 "TWO witnesses" total required—"witness one" for 1260 days in the 1914-1918 era which set the prophecy master
pattern, and the "last witnessing" of the future 1260 days which REPEATS the entire Daniel 12 and applicable Revelation parallels unto ministry "witness"
deployed, 1260 days completed, "ascending wild beast" ceased, into complete world government in some form to define Daniel 12:11, which is the Christ
"second coming" 1290 days parallel.

TWO 1260 days "witnessings" past and future also completes the Revelation 11 "seven times" as 2520 days. By that time the "transgression causing desolation"
will be fully UN NGO connected to Daniel 8:13, Matthew 24:15 and Revelation 8:9 in relation to the 1990 third United Nations "place the disgusting thing" of
Daniel 11:31b (Dan8:23), "as spoken of by Daniel the prophet" (Matt24:15) as the "King North" globalist-system revelation of that 1990 timeframe which the
Jehovah's witnesses leadership also "placed" in the "holy place" as UN NGO wildbeast worshipers and allies.

This prophecy analysis extends the prophecy from where Jehovah's witnesses stalled, and were misled by their leadership:

1. To stall all further prophecy progress, maintain known errors, and suppress all globalization and world government prophecy explanations from Jehovah's
witnesses and the public they lie to.

2. To instead join the UN NGO wildbeast promotional efforts in 1990's 3rd United Nations prophecy fulfillment of Daniel 11:31b and Daniel 8:23. (Matt24:15)

3. To then discredit the ministry:

A. By known outdated prophecy applications to incomplete national entities;

B. By known chronology error, and known fictional events tied to that chronology error as with the fraud 607 BCE Jerusalem destruction dating which undermines
Daniel 4 and its 1914 benchmark initial 2520 years completion (which is still the 1914 valid "gentile times" benchmark upon the "gentile" Babylonian 607 BCE
co-regency (607 BCE)-to-kingship (605 BCE) of King Nebuchadnezzar).

4. To then discredit the ministry further by known criminal operations in regard to:

A. The WTBTS spiritual racketeering operation with a fraud charity and religious front, for the theft and laundering of Jehovah's witnesses WTBTS funds,
properties, and other assets in the tens of billions of dollars.

B. Crimes against humanity, individuals, children, and families in lawless codified child abuse policies enforced by the WTBTS to cover-up child abuse crimes,
silence, harass, and further abuse the victims, while the WTBTS has designed a pedophile protection program to hide child abusers, conceal records of their
abuse, and shuttle them around the congregations to aid their subterfuge while allowing them to remain "in good standing" for further child abuse potential.

C. "Governing" and promoting the comprehensive criminal and lawless Jehovah's witnesses organizational operations in both spiritual apostasy related and
secular related crimes now fully documented for the global record.

Thus, as Jehovah's witnesses go down in the coming epic judgment downfall of their apostasy, leadership, ministry (self-cancelled), and
organization, and that in detailed and time stamped prophecy outlined judgment (Dan8:13-14), after they go down:
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1. The lawless now terminal apostasy now centered in Jehovah's witnesses ministry can be proven in the prophecy from the 1976 WTBTS Governing Body "lifting
themselves over everyone" initial coup to its ground-zero downfall coming. (2Thess:2:3-4) 

A. From there in 1976, the viral-apostate lawlessness progresses under Governing Body illegal ministerial guidance to the 1990 UN NGO context of the 3rd
United Nations "place the disgusting thing". (Dan8:11-14,26; Dan11:30-35,41) 

B. Rather than explain the 3rd UN prophecy to manifest as the Cold WW3 cycle ended peacefully (Dan11:29), and that "King North" is then the then seen Anglo-
American globalist-system the WTBTS instead recognized it enough to "worship the wildbeast" and drag all Jehovah's witnesses into that signal UN NGO
Daniel 8:13 "transgression causing desolation". (Then they frame national-system Russia as their decoy King North to further the deception.)

C. "As spoken of by Daniel the Prophet" as Christ informed us for today, that UN NGO is the "catch sight of the disgusting thing" of Matthew 24:15.

2. Then the epic downfall of Jehovah's witnesses will begin the final prophecy cycle of Revelation 8-11, as the timed temple judgment downfall events of Daniel
8:13-14, as the "judgment starts with God's house" as per 1Peter 4:17.

3. Then everything Jehovah's witnesses are now actively concealing by their criminal Governing Body and organizational suppression campaign can come out
completely, as fully provable prophecy in relation to the future Anglo-American globalization-system completion as the global corporate basis for future world
government, with the final United Nations rendition to front it as its "image" in final form. (Dan12:11; Rev17:8-13)

A. That can then all be stated in the final 1260 days ministry (Rev11:3; Dan12:7), as emergent [after] the temple judgment "morning" recovery phase completes
which comes after the temple judgment "evening" phase of desolations completes (Dan8:14,26) the required apostate and JW criminal accounting phase and its
massive global signal. (Rev17:8-17; Dan12:11; Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-12; Dan2:44; Dan7:23-26; Dan8:25; Dan11:44-45; Eze38-39) 

What will be provable as being in action at that time:

1. Will be that the Jehovah's witnesses "end of the world" and its premature "Christ arrival" and "Jehovah's day" (2Thess2:1-2), will then be totally failed in total
error as but the exit strategy smokescreen and false pretext for their own organization downfall, dissolution and liquidation-looting operation, as if the reason "it is
the end of the world" because "all prophecy has completed".

A. Thus, the prophecy and reality is that Jehovah's witnesses were judged first (1Pet4:17), organizationally desolated to a severe degree globally to be
ascertained only at that time, and then dissolved as a ministry, because of the foretold final apostasy they were developed into by their corporate Governing Body
illegal "man of lawlessness" anti-anointed overriding management system.

2. Will be that the then active global-crisis, which is the prophecy outlined principle of the final "sword-stroke" cycle (Rev13:3), will be active as the "tribulation of
those days" parallel, and in time it must resolve globally and peacefully for the global "healing" context into which world government "8th King" will
"ascend" and complete. (Rev17:8-13; Rev11:7)

3. Will be that Jehovah's witnesses misrepresented this final [temporary]  global-crisis cycle unto world government as if "the end" as a serious diversion, as the
enemy apostates and impostors took that opportunity to:

A. Dissolve and loot the Worldwide Organization of Jehovah's witnesses and liquidate all or much of its many corporate assets into enemy hands.

B. Cancel the Jehovah's witnesses ministry then permitted and required by God due to its profaned and deceptive nature.

C. Liquidate and loot as many Jehovah's witnesses personal assets in the "JW Bunker" imprisonment or termination system, if it gets that far. (Wt11/15/2013)

D. Leave a very heavy discrediting reproach on the ministry to further hamper any future ministerial recovery efforts, even after the enemies are vacated or vaped
from the Jehovah's witnesses related ministerial context.

Thus, all the events which will accompany the Jehovah's witnesses downfall phase will be Daniel 11:41-43 national-system downfall completions
first, as the real "King North" globalist-system maturing globally into Daniel 11:44-45 world government with the sword-stroke "healing" recovery
phase global later. Daniel 11:41 is the completion of the Jehovah's witnesses organizational "invasion" context of "King North" of the future.

Their Governing Body will have claimed in purposeful and prophecy over-advanced error that the global-crisis and its "sword-stroke" context will
be because Daniel 11:44-45 "is fulfilling brothers!", with Russia framed as the decoy "King North" to further the "it must be the end of the world"
hoax and false impression.

Thus, rather than be the "end of the world" which is not in prophecy, the world will be in the final sword-stroke "tribulation of those days" first "great tribulation"
phase. Then the world system will be en route through the "sword-stroke" tribulation phase unto its globally peaceful (1Thess5:1-3) "healing" recovery (Rev13:3;
Rev17:8-12), into the final cycle "8th King" "King North" "King Fierce" World Government completion and presentation drive.

Now we know the national-systems must fall first in "old world order" national governmental sovereignty captured worldwide by the globalist-system "new world
order" world government system unipolar sovereign globalization  completion.  

Now, the complete future "sword-stroke" purpose to crash the national sovereignties first, and that mostly by financial means (Dan11:42-43),
completes the future picture of why "7th King" "King South" national-systems worldwide fall first, and not into destruction, but into the global
"ascendant" "rise" of "8th King" "King North" World Government as aided by the national-system coming fall, as amplified by the final sword-
stroke global stressing cycle. (Rev13:3)

Completed and stated "8th King" "scarlet wild beast" World Government (Dan11:44-45; Rev17:8-13), is the final global rival sovereignty which will trigger the
Christ "second coming" into Daniel 12:11. Daniel 12:11 will then become active in its dual co-present completion criteria of (1) the post1260-days final ministerial
cessation completed (Rev11:7) and the world government completion and global presentation completed. (Dan12:11)

Now there is the completed prophecy outline that under completed world government in Daniel 12:11's final timeframe, as backed by that rival
world government entity completed, its "world peace" mantra will finalize (1Thess5:1-3), as aided by the world government global "Babylon the
Great" corporate-religious sanctioned deposition. 

Now we know how the final signal of the downfall of religion globally will aid freeing many people to the direct salvation of Christ (Rev14:6-8;
Rev11:13), regardless of their former religious context. We also know in time, no faithful Christian ministry (Rev11:7), or "harlot" religion (Rev18;
Rev17:16), will be present on Earth. (Rev13:15-18)

Thus, the final 1260 days ministry will be divine mission tasked (Rev10:5-11), to "prophesy again" (Rev10:11; Rev10:11; Rev11:3) and give the public warning of
what world government completion will trigger: the Christ arrival, as to be fully forewarned BEFORE world government actually completes thus into the active
sword-stroke or into its initial "healing" period. (Rev11:3-10; Rev13:5-7; Dan12:7)

When Christ arrives into the last "great tribulation" phase of the "four winds" period (Rev7:1-4; Matt24:21-22), of world government's permitted short rule
(Rev17:12; Dan12:11) it will be with the Messianic Kingdom completion purpose, in all heavenly-anointed "gathered" first, the last of the "remnant" alive.
(1Thess4:17) 

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/fake-king-north-warning-jw-fake-king-north-fake-the-end-wtbts-setup-is-completing.pdf
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Then Christ will secure all savable humans into the "great crowd" and into the open salvation covenant to be activated officially in the Marriage of the Lamb later
(Rev19:6-9), after the Messianic Kingdom universal and global conquest completes, which "positive message of the open salvation opportunity" the final 1260
days ministry will also have stated fully. 

Under world government completed, the "harlot" global religious "Babylon the Great" complex will bless, endorse, and apply fraud prophecy applications to the
"666" "8th King" World Government, and then head into world government sanctioned and outlawed destruction. (Rev14:8; Rev17:16; Rev18) That massive anti-
religion downfall phase worldwide will be in Daniel 12:11's 1290 days timeframe active, and that will free up many people for the direct salvation of Christ's
Kingdom. (Rev11:13)

That religious removal completing will also complete the "world peace" credibility claims of the world government "world peace and security" progressive
proclamation of 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 as stated by then fully completed world government and all its member nations.

After Christ secures all savable humans, God, Christ and Kingdom, will conquer world government and abyss the demons.

All of that is in the prophecy apostate Jehovah's witnesses now subvert. 

Thus, in the process of explaining the whole prophecy summary (Rev10:5-7), what Jehovah's witnesses do have valid will be re-clarified. At the same time, what
they have in known error from their apostate and impostor criminal leadership will be fully rectified in the context of total proof. That total prophecy proof will also
be aided by the fact the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy, by its "temple judgment" downfall, will have been judged and destroyed by God in a timed prophecy
manner of Daniel 8:13-14.

Thus, this analysis takes everything prophecy related:

1 Beyond the "sky is the limit" maximum meaning, and total completion, and total explanation as provable from the entire cross-referenced final prophecy.

A. It is a repeating prophecy.

B. And here.

C. All seven sovereign Kingdom prophecies converge into world government.

2. And cross-references every supporting prophecy into the timed sequencing of Daniel 8:14 to Daniel 12:7 to Daniel 12:11 to Daniel 12:11 while underlaying the
Revelation 8-11 seven trumpet future sequence with the Revelation 16 seven plague future sequence as parallel.

3. That "Prophecy Map to the Christ Arrival" is a gauged continuum which unfolds over several final years of the future as the whole thing completes the Daniel 4
"gentile times" sovereign framework of the prophecy basis of the time limit put on global "gentile based" rival rulership as it completes into world government
before it is removed as the final "chopped down tree" and rejected "gentile rulership" of Daniel 4.

4. Thus, the sovereign structured and supporting prophecies of Daniel 2, Daniel 4, Daniel 7:23-26, Daniel 8:23-25, Daniel 11:27-45 into Daniel 12, and Ezekiel
38-39 and Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 are all outlined, proven, and explained as one parallel future final all convergent "seven prophecy" trajectory into world
government and then the Christ arrival for the salvation sweep worldwide and the total conquest it world government it all shall indeed trigger.
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